
CHAPTER 1: THE HEART OF REVIVAL 

 

We serve a mighty God who outrageously loves us. Romans 8:35-39 refreshes the 

heart every time it revitalizes the remembrance that nothing can separate us from the 

love of the Father. Jesus died on a cross to redeem you and me for fellowship with God. 

Oh, the lengths He goes to get our attention to have deep, relational connection. He 

longs for His children’s embrace.  

Even in this relationship with God, have you ever wondered why sometimes you feel 

close to God and other times far away? Where is God when silence answers you? I 

believe every person goes through seasons of their faith walk. We have times when we 

feel the presence of God strongly and other times when we wonder if He has forgotten 

about us. This is normal. We cannot always live on the mountaintop but must come 

down and live in the valley just as Moses, Peter, James, and John experienced.  

What about those seasons where we have pulled back from God, as I know each one of 

us has at one point or another? It may have been only a small decision, but the slow 

fade began. How different things become from when we first surrendered or received 

divine intervention. God answered prayer, and we testified regarding it. The excitement 

we felt was contagious, and an urgency compelled us to share about Jesus. We wanted 

others to know what our Savior did for us and what He can do in their lives. These 

moments thrust us into a deeper walk with God. Then slowly, with the passage of time, 

the fire dwindled. Life continued and routine developed. Even Paul instructed Timothy to 

“stir up” the flame (2 Tim 1:6). This is what ABLAZE addresses—the withdrawal of our 

heart from God and ways to reignite the fire.  

Since the beginning of creation in Genesis, human hearts have turned away from God. 

Whether in the Garden of Eden or in the Promised Land, sin prevailed and people 

withdrew from a relationship with their Creator. A strong and consistent interconnection 

with the Lord is not automatic. Repeated patterns throughout the Bible reveal how 

human hearts shrunk back from God. Once hearts abandoned God, the focus shifted to 

self and worldly pursuits. In such times, God used revival to redirect their attention back 

to Him. Were it not for repeated waves of revival, faith could have died out.  

Throughout the Old Testament, we read of God reviving the Israelites and fulfilling every 

promise to them by conquering the Promised Land. God was faithful in provision, 

power, and covenant with His people. In the New Testament, we read of the 

overwhelming love of Jesus that prompted Him to sacrifice His life so we can live in 

eternity. Jesus was compassionate and merciful to the woman at the well. He was the 

healer to the blind man and the restorer of the kingdom of God. He redeemed us from 

hell, made us sons and daughters of the Most High God, and then gave us power and 

authority to do what He did. The book of Acts explicitly tells of the power, miracles, 

signs, and wonders of the Spirit working through people. However, within approximately 

thirty to forty years of the birth of the Church, churches, and some of the Christians in 



them, were in danger of dying spiritually. Many of these people had witnessed the glory 

of God, yet their heart devotion to the gospel waned. Are you seeing the pattern? Not 

only does this occur with you and me, but throughout the Bible.  

Churches in Revelations  

Letters to seven churches, later compiled into the book of Revelation, were physically 

carried by a messenger, and delivered on a circuit. These letters were to revive a 

weakened and backslidden Church. Each church that is mentioned in Revelation 

teaches us something about what we need to stay strong and alive in God. They warn 

of various situations which can deplete us, leaving us in a declining state that requires 

the resuscitation of revival.  

The first church addressed was Ephesus (Rev 2:1-7). This church guarded the purity of 

the gospel, identified false teachers, and remained focused on their walk, but they had 

lost their first love. The loss of love for Jesus impacted their ability to reveal the heart of 

God and His love to others. When a heart replaces God with something else as number 

one, then the self takes over. Life centers on personal needs and wants instead of being 

led by the Spirit. When we become inwardly focused, we lose the importance and 

fervency to share the gospel. How will people hear of Jesus if they are never introduced 

to the Savior (Rom 10:14-15)? Revival redirects our attention back to Jesus and His 

sacrifice, which compels believers to declare the gospel. Peter evidenced this on the 

day of Pentecost (Acts 2:14-41).  

The second church named in Revelation was in Smyrna (Rev 2:8-11). This church was 

going through persecution and needed encouragement. They were instructed not to fear 

mistreatment or compromise what they believed. Just as they were oppressed, every 

Christian will suffer in some way over his or her lifespan, even if it is not a matter of life 

and death. Difficult circumstances can force the focus from God onto problems. When 

this occurs, compromise becomes the easy route. Impatience of waiting on God to 

intervene can trigger self-reliance and the need to control the situation. In contrast, 

when we lean into God and accept His will, then strength, endurance, and life abound. 

Revival accomplishes this.  

Pergamum was the next church (Rev 2:12-17). There were two types of believers 

present in this church: faithful followers and those compromising their faith. 

Compromise resulted from listening to false teachers who seduced them into 

committing sexual and spiritual idolatry. Repentance was required. The lack of biblical 

knowledge today leaves people complacent and silent on issues impacting the church. 

When biblical literacy is embraced and lived, then the Spirit transforms lives. One 

outcome of revival is a hunger for the Word of God.  

The fourth church was in Thyatira (Rev 2:18-28). This church was condemned for 

receiving and tolerating the spirit of Jezebel, who was an influence towards sin. 

Deception had entered the church and enticed them to abandon their faithfulness to 

Christ. It also leads us to abandon our commitment to the Lord. The enemy has 



freedom to accuse, buffet, bind, and destroy us. Only when we know and operate in 

truth will the power of the Spirit defeat the enemy. Revival ushers in truth and breaks 

strongholds.  

The fifth Revelation church was in Sardis (Rev 3:1-6). They thought they were alive but 

were dead and were instructed to “wake up” out of their lethargy. Their deeds were 

lacking in quality and inner purity, and they were more concerned with worldly aspects. 

If they did not wake up and become engaged again, then He would steal what they did 

possess. The parable of the seed and sower explains this church accurately: “But the 

worries of this life and the deceitfulness of wealth choke the word, making it unfruitful” 

(Matt 13:22). The focus shifts from reaching out to others, and instead our lives become 

entwined with sports, academics, and getting ahead in life. However, revival realigns 

our pursuits to eternal matters.  

The sixth church was in Philadelphia (Rev 3:7-13). The message to this church was to 

“hold on” to what they have in Christ and not lose it through persecution. Their strength 

was waning, and they needed encouragement to remain true. Help comes from the Lord 

alone (Ps 121:2). We often turn to other coping strategies like alcohol, drugs, people, 

careers, and worldly possessions instead of crying out to the Lord. The church at 

Philadelphia reminds believers today of the danger of taking their eyes off God and 

placing it on anything else. The Lord wants to revive our strength.  

The last church is Laodicea (Rev 3:14-22). There were two main sources of water 

running into the city—a hot spring and a cold spring. The Spirit through John was not 

expressing the need to be saved or lost, but useful for the kingdom of God like the 

purposes for the two springs. They were neither useful for a cold, refreshing drink, nor 

were they useful for the healing spa properties of the mineral water stream. The status 

of this church was they were useless to Jesus because they were complacent, self-

satisfied, and indifferent to faith in Him and of discipleship. The people had become self-

sufficient. They needed to realize everything they possessed did not compare to what 

they had in Jesus. They were to repent and long for spiritual things and cease 

concentrating on worldly aspects. If they did not repent, they would be destroyed. Jesus 

was knocking to get the Laodicean church’s attention, and He still knocks regarding us. 

He longs to come in and have fellowship with every repentant person, sharing intimately 

in their inner lives. Self-sufficiency robs God of the glory, and He is not willing to share 

it. Once again, complacency surfaces and underscores the need to remain fervent in 

service to the Lord. We need to know God as our only source, and revival achieves this.  

The Revelation letters reveal that God desires to correct and encourage in order to 

bring new life and restored vitality. Conviction stems from the Spirit and ensues to 

repentance where the grace and mercy of God washes us clean from all sin. Thus, 

offering eternal intimacy with Him.  

God revealed throughout His word that He wanted to bless His people and give them 

life. We read about the faithfulness of God in the Psalms, the miraculous provision in 



Exodus, the protection from enemies in the Promised Land, the love of Jesus in the 

Gospels, and the healing of the human soul throughout the New Testament. God’s 

grace is unmeasurable. Even when we fail Him, He is quick to forgive and restore the 

broken relationship that sin creates. What a privilege to be children of God.  

The State of the Heart  

The progression of a hard heart does not occur all at once. The reason revival is 

imperative centers on the passing of time. If one’s heart is not continually searched and 

redirected to God alone, then our humanness takes over as it did with people in the 

Bible. The lessons learned from Scripture assist the Church in recognizing that 

obedience and a surrendered life displays the favor of God. When people turn away 

from God and search to have their needs met in other ways, then they lose the 

presence of the One who created them.  

Preparing one’s heart is an ongoing, deliberate choice. It does not happen by accident. 

Could you relate to any one of these churches? Have you withdrawn from the Lord? Are 

you going through persecution that brought discouragement? Why does contemporary 

life draw us away from total surrender to God?  

We Want Control  

First, we like control over our own lives. Who doesn’t, right? I know I struggled with 

surrendering this for years and, at times, must place it back on the altar. The need to 

control prevents us from giving God everything. Instead of total dependence on God, we 

move into self-dependence and dictate our own life, thus stifling the Spirit. This stems 

from multiple areas such as anxieties, fear of the unknown, and pride.  

Oh, how the anxious heart creates tension and blocks the peace of Jesus. Worry 

depletes the presence of God in our lives, and it takes our attention off Him and places 

it squarely on the problem or circumstance in front of us. We become swallowed up by 

fear. We justify and rationalize the need to take over and fix problems without waiting on 

the Lord. This is one of the main reasons people attend counseling. People like to 

decide what, when, and how they live to avoid feeling uncomfortable or anxious. This 

need for control limits the ability to humble oneself before the Lord.  

Pride, too, may play a part. Such pride may stem from self-reliance, unforgiveness, or 

not wanting to address hidden sin. Whatever the root cause, pride destroys a person’s 

relationship with God: “Therefore it says, ‘God opposes the proud but shows favor to the 

humble’” (James 4:6). Because of this opposition to God, the person moves further 

away from Him with a hardened heart. Unforgiveness is a root that pride can enter 

through, making it essential to address. Even Jesus said, unless we forgive others, God 

cannot forgive us (Mark 11:25). This creates enmity between God and us.  

 

 



Lack of Focus 

 Another reason we get drawn away from God is a lack of focus. We begin 

communicating with God through prayer, but then the phone rings or a child bursts 

through the door. Distractions of life intrude. Time spent with God is overrun with a to-do 

list, people pleasing behaviors, and day-to-day tasks. If a circumstance arises that 

demands attention, time spent with God is usually the first activity released. Keeping a 

prepared heart shifts down the list of importance, and eventually the consequences of 

this action surface, hindering one’s relationship with God. Concerns of the world are 

closely related to lack of focus. Neverending daily burdens supplant openness to the 

Spirit flowing through the day. Opportunities to embrace a move of the Spirit are 

replaced with over-planning and feelings of being overwhelmed, once again strangling 

out life in the believer.  

Complacent Living  

Complacency also hinders the progress of preparing the heart for revival. Among the 

self-satisfied, the desire to go deeper with the Lord is not worth the investment of time 

and resources. We become settled with where we are in life, and desperation for God is 

absent. Fulfillment emerges from family, work, possessions, and entertainment. Life 

appears to flow smoothly, and routine develops. Cynicism may also prompt 

complacency. Unanswered prayers, woundedness, or failed goals tend to trigger people 

to pull back in their relationship with God and to cease seeking Him.  

As the parable of the seed and the sower reveals, the deceitfulness of wealth can choke 

out the Word of God (Matt. 13). Some people come to salvation, but the love of the 

world grabs their attention and trumps a prepared heart. The lust of the flesh 

overwhelms the fruit of self-control. Instead of turning away from sin, there is a 

conscious choice to engage in it. When confronted with this truth, justification and 

rationalization occur. What a person once called sin; they now embrace. Jeremiah 

revealed that the heart is deceitful and sick (Jer 17:9). When we trust in our own 

judgment, we have lost the truth.  

Consequently, the above issues result when we do not understand the importance of 

keeping our heart prepared before the Lord. This preparation sometimes occurs during 

tragedy or other life-altering circumstances when dependence on God is the only viable 

option for us. Instead of waiting for this to transpire, choose humility regularly. As Psalm 

24:4-5 notes, “The one who has clean hands and a pure heart, who does not trust in an 

idol or swear by a false god. They will receive blessing from the Lord and 

vindication from God their Savior.”  

Is Revival Needed?  

Society darkens spiritually as time progresses. Some even say we are living in the 

darkest period there has ever been. The depth of sin ranging from pornography to 

outright blasphemy is startling. In order to restore the kingdom of God on earth, revival 



must transpire. The church needs to regain its passion and purpose. Does the Church 

as a whole need revival? The answer is a resounding yes! Society will not change and 

transform without believers being revived.  

The deeper and more personal question remains: do you need revival? I watched a 

documentary interviewing the underground church in Iran entitled Sheep Among Wolves 

II and two comments by church leaders, who risk their lives daily, keep ringing in my 

ears. First, a lady shared she had moved to the United States for asylum from 

persecution in Iran. After being here for only a few months, she told her husband she 

wanted to return to her home country. To his astonishment, he asked her why. Her 

answer was she would rather die for her faith than live in a place where her faith was 

dying because of a “satanic sleepiness” of Christians in the United States. Can you 

imagine? She would rather die than risk a weakening commitment to Christ. Now that is 

personal revival.  

The second situation in the documentary was from a person (the voice was disguised 

for protection) who stated, “We are not afraid or upset about being arrested. What is fifty 

years in prison compared to eternity with Jesus?” I had to rewind the video and listen to 

that again. The fifty years in prison is potentially full of rape, torture, beatings, and many 

more unspeakable acts. The commitment to Christ by this person was and is 

unwavering. The host responded that Christians in the United States focus more on the 

best life now, whereas the persecuted Christians in Iran focus on their life in eternity. 

Their first love remains Jesus.  

So how can life flow again? How can we stay on fire for Jesus and keep Him as our first 

love? We must prepare our hearts to receive all that God has for us. Even though our 

fading commitment seems negative and overwhelming, God has and will always reveal 

His glory. God is raising up an army to walk in His Spirit and display His power and 

authority. We are on the verge of a revival that will impact the world. Are you ready to 

see God’s glory? May new life result as we shift from heart preparation to biblical 

revival.  

What do we mean by the word revival? How is it defined? 


